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Mesh Antennas for Dual Polarization
H. Nakano, Fellow, IEEE, N. Suzuki, T. Ishii, and J. Yamauchi, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Three mesh antennas, all having an extremely small
antenna height of approximately 0.06 wavelength above a ground
plane, are presented. First, a mesh antenna excited with a balanced
feed is analyzed. It is revealed that the mesh antenna radiates a lin-
early polarized wave with no cross-polarization component in the
principal planes. The radiation mechanism is explained using the
current distribution. Second, a mesh antenna excited with an un-
balanced feed is analyzed. This antenna shows almost the same ra-
diation characteristics as the mesh antenna with a balanced feed.
The frequency bandwidth for a VSWR = 2 criterion is evaluated
to be approximately 3%. Third, a mesh antenna having two pertur-
bation elements is analyzed. It is found that the antenna acts as a ra-
diation element of circular polarization. The frequency bandwidth
for a 3-dB axial ratio criterion is calculated to be approximately
1%. The mesh antennas in the first and second analyses can be used
as dual linear polarization elements by appropriately switching the
feed. Similarly, the mesh antenna in the third analysis can be used
as a dual circular polarization element by switching the feed.

Index Terms—Circular polarization, dual polarization, linear,
wire antenna.

I. INTRODUCTION

A LOOP antenna is a fundamental radiation element [1]–[4],
which is usually made of a conducting wire and located in

free space. Recently, loops printed on a dielectric substrate have
been analyzed [5], [6]. The analysis has shown that the loop can
radiate both linearly polarized [5] and circularly polarized [6]
waves.

This paper presents a mesh antenna, which is regarded as an
extension of the loop antenna. The purpose of this paper is to
investigate the radiation characteristics of the mesh antenna as
a dual linearly polarized antenna and a dual circularly polarized
antenna.

The prototype of the mesh antenna is composed of a square
loop and four wires added to the loop, as shown in
Fig. 1(a). This antenna is excited from the center region of the
antenna with a balanced feed. The antenna is designated as the
mesh antenna with balanced feed (MA-B). First, the MA-B is
analyzed by using the method of moments (MoM) [7], [8]. A
limitation of the MoM is brought to light in its application to an
integral equation derived for a thin wire antenna [9]. The MoM
analysis shows that the MA-B radiates a linearly- or -polar-
ized wave.

Secondly, the MA-B is simplified to the antenna shown in
Fig. 1(b), which does not require a balanced feed. This antenna is
designated as the mesh antenna with unbalanced feed (MA-U).
The MA-U has two input terminals: one is fed and the other is left
open-circuited.TheMoMisagainusedtoanalyzetheMA-U.The
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antenna input impedance as a function of the location of a feed
point is investigated and illustrated with a voltage standing-wave
ratio (VSWR) curve, to obtain impedance matching to a 50-
line. It is found that the MA-U has radiation characteristics
similar to the MA-B, and the MA-U can act as a dual linearly
polarized radiation element by selecting the feed point.

Thirdly, a radiation element of dual circular polarization
based on the MA-U is considered. Two perturbation elements
are added to the MA-U to form a circularly polarized wave. This
radiation element is designated as the MA-U with perturbation
elements [MA-UP; see Fig. 1(c)]. MoM analysis shows that the
current along the square periphery (loop) flows as a traveling
wave, which contributes to radiation of a circularly polarized
wave. The frequency responses for the axial ratio, VSWR,
and gain are presented, together with measured results. Some
comments on the perturbation elements are made to explain the
antenna characteristics.

The MA-U and MA-UP have simple feed systems without
balun circuits. In addition, these antennas have a very low-pro-
file structure (the mesh above a ground plane is approximately
0.06 wavelength). Therefore, the antennas are suitable, for ex-
ample, for automobile rooftop telecommunication antennas.

II. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The antennas under analysis are shown in Fig. 1(a)–(c). A
conducting plane (ground plane) backs the horizontal mesh
wires in each antenna. A dielectric material of relative permit-
tivity (honeycomb material) is used as a spacer between
the ground plane and the mesh wires. The ground plane is of
infinite extent, and hence image theory is used for the analysis.

To obtain the current distribution along the antenna con-
ductor, the MoM [7], [8] is applied to an integral equation
derived for an arbitrarily shaped thin wire [9], whose radius

satisfies wavelength ( is usually selected to be less
than 0.01 wavelength). In this paper, the wire radius is fixed
to be , where is the free-space wavelength
at a test frequency of 4 GHz. The kernel of the equation is
expressed in closed form after the thin wire is subdivided into
numerous segments, each being regarded as linear. The length
of each segment is always chosen to be greater than 2.5. This
choice gives good convergence of the current distribution. In
other words, the relationship between the length and radius of
each segment limits the application of the MoM to the integral
equation. Note that piecewise sinusoidal functions are adopted
for the expansion and weighting functions of the MoM.

The radiation pattern, input impedance, VSWR, and gain are
evaluated on the basis of the obtained current distribution. The
positive direction of the current flow in Figs. 2, 5, and 9 corre-
sponds to the direction from bottom to top on the vertical axis
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Mesh antennas: (a) with balanced feed, MA-B; (b) with unbalanced feed, MA-U; either terminala or b is used as the feed point; terminalsc andd
are in contact with the ground plane; and (c) with perturbation elements, MA-UP; either terminala or b is used as the feed point; terminalsc andd are in
contact with the ground plane.

(where letters are used for representing the configuration) and
left to right on the horizontal axis.

III. M ESH ANTENNA WITH BALANCED FEED (MA-B)

The prototype of a mesh antenna for a radiation element of
dual linear polarization is investigated in this section. Based on
this prototype, two mesh antennas are constructed in Sections IV
and V.

A. Configuration

Fig. 1(a) shows the configuration of an MA-B. The distance
between the conducting plane and mesh (called the antenna

height) is designated as, and the mesh peripheral length for
the square loop (where )
is designated as 8. The side lengths are chosen to be

. The
distance between terminalsand is assumed to be infinites-
imal (delta gap). The distance between terminalsand is also
assumed to be infinitesimal.

The antenna height for the MA-B is arbitrarily chosen:
. The peripheral length 8of an MA-B with

this height is optimized such that the MA-B has an almost
resistive impedance of 50 at a test frequency of GHz,
resulting in .
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Current distribution of the MA-B when terminalsa andc are excited
with a delta-gap source of 1 V and terminalsb andd are open-circuited. Currents
along the (a)x-directed wires and (b)y-directed wires.

B. Radiation Characteristics of MA-B

The MA-B is excited by a balanced feed. Let the terminals
and be excited with a delta-gap source of 1 V and the terminals

and be open. Fig. 2 shows the current distribution (is the
amplitude of current ). Note that the current does not
flow along the -directed center wires and , and therefore
Fig. 2 excludes the numerical results for the currents along these
wires.

The currents along the-directed wires and are sym-
metrical with respect to the junction point [see Fig. 2(a)].
Similarly, the currents along the-directed wires and
are symmetrical with respect to the junction point. These sym-
metrical currents lead to the cancellation of the radiation fields
from all the -directed wires (-polarized radiation fields) in the
-direction.
The current distributions along the-directed wires and

have the same amplitude and phase [see Fig. 2(b)]. These
are almost the same as the current distribution along the-di-
rected center wire - that has the source point. It follows
that the radiation fields of-polarization due to these three cur-
rents add in the-direction, forming the radiation pattern shown
in Fig. 3(a). The half-power beam width (HPBW) of the copolar-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Radiation pattern of the MA-B when terminalsa andc are excited and
terminalsb andd are open-circuited. (a) In the� = 0 and 90 planes for a
ground plane of infinite extent. (b) In the� = 0 and 90 planes for a finite-size
ground plane of 2� � 2� . theoreticalE —, measuredE � � �, theoretical
E —, and measuredE � � �.

ization component is approximately 75in the plane (in
the - plane) and 63in the plane (in the - plane).
Cross-polarization components do not appear in either plane.
The measured radiation patterns (white dots forand black
dots for ), which are presented in Fig. 3(a), agree with the
theoretical results. For the measurement, a large ground plane
of is used to approximate a theoretical ground
plane of infinite extent. Note that the measurements performed
throughout this paper use this ground plane. (Preliminary calcu-
lations for a finite-size ground plane using the finite-difference
time-domain method [10]–[12] show that the radiation pattern
and input impedance are not significantly affected when the size
of the ground plane is larger than approximately 2 2 . For
reference, the theoretical radiation pattern for a ground plane of
approximately 2 2 is shown in Fig. 3(b). Also, note that
the present mesh antenna is supported by a honeycomb material
spacer with a relative permittivity of , as mentioned in
Section II, and hence the effects of surface waves on the radia-
tion characteristics can be neglected, unlike antennas printed on
a dielectric substrate with )

Further calculations reveal that the frequency bandwidth for
a VSWR (relative to 50 ) criterion is approximately 3%.
The gain over this bandwidth is approximately 9.5 dB.

The above-mentioned results have been obtained under the
condition that terminals and are excited and terminalsand

are open. Points to be noted are that there is no current flowing
along the -directed center wires and and the radiation
is linearly -polarized with no cross-polarization component.
Since the antenna has a symmetrical configuration with respect
to the mesh center point, when terminalsand are open and
terminals and are excited, as opposed to the previous case,
the radiation is linearly -polarized. The same VSWR and gain
characteristics as those for the-polarization are reproduced for
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Fig. 4. VSWR of the MA-U as a function of the distance between the feed
points� .

the -polarization. In other words, the MA-B can be used as a
radiation element of dual linear polarization by switching the
feed.

IV. M ESHANTENNA WITH UNBALANCED FEED (MA-U)

Although not illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the MA-B in the pre-
vious section requires balun circuits to realize a balanced feed.
To avoid the complexity of using balun circuits for the feed, a
modified mesh antenna, which is fed from coaxial lines without
balun circuits, is proposed and analyzed in this section.

A. Configuration

As shown in Fig. 1(b), the mesh antenna is modified to have
four vertical wires , and . Either terminal or

can used as a feed point. The other terminalsand are
in contact with the ground plane (short-circuited). The distance
between terminals and (or and ), , is chosen to be
the same as that between terminalsand (or and ), .
This antenna is distinguished from the previous MA-B and des-
ignated as the MA-U. It should be emphasized that the MA-U
has a simpler feed system than the MA-B.

For comparison, the antenna heightof the MA-U is chosen
to be the same as that for the previous MA-B: .
The MA-U is optimized to have an input impedance of approxi-
mately 50 at a test frequency of GHz, as in the MA-B.
This is performed by changing the distance between the feed
points . Fig. 4 shows the VSWR (relative to 50)
as a function of for three different loop peripheral lengths:

and . Based on this cal-
culation, and are adopted in the
following calculations. Note that the optimized loop peripheral
length of the MA-U is very close to that for the MA-B.

B. Radiation Characteristics of MA-U

The MA-U shown in Fig. 1(b) is analyzed under the condition
that terminal is excited and terminal is open-circuited. The
obtained current distribution is shown in Fig. 5. The currents
along the -directed wires and are very small, as shown
in Fig. 5(a). Therefore, it can be said that the situation observed
in the previous MA-B (that is, the currents along the-directed
wires and are zero) is approximately reproduced in the
MA-U. This contributes to reducing the cross-polarization com-
ponent in the radiation pattern.

Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the radiation patterns in the
and planes, respectively. The measured data (white

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Current distribution of the MA-U when terminala is excited
and terminalb is open-circuited. Current amplitudes and phases along the
(a)x-directed wires, (b)y-directed wires, and (c)z-directed wires.

dots for and black dots for ) are also presented in these
figures, showing good agreement with theoretical values.

In the plane, (dashed line) is the copolarization
component and (solid line) is the cross-polarization com-
ponent, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The copolarization component
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. Radiation pattern of the MA-U when terminala is excited and
terminalb is open-circuited. (a) Total radiation pattern in the� = 0 plane,
(b) total radiation pattern in the� = 90 plane, (c) local radiation component
E from y-directed wiresAD; a a-cc , andBC, calculated in the� = 90

plane, (d) local radiation componentE from z-directed wiresa a; b b; c c,
and d d, calculated in the� = 90 plane. TheoreticalE —, measured
E � � �, theoreticalE —, and measuredE � � �.

is generated from the currents along the-directed wires
, - , and , which are almost in-phase, as shown

in Fig. 5(b). The cross-polarization component in the
plane is generated from the currents along the-directed

wires , and [see Fig. 5(a)] and-directed wires
and [see Fig. 5(c)]. The cross-polarization

component is desirably low (theoretical value:27 dB on the
-axis), as expected from the current phase relationships.
In the plane, (solid line) is the copolarization

component and (dashed line) is the cross-polarization com-
ponent, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Note that the currents along the

Fig. 7. Frequency response of the VSWR; theoretical (MA-U) - - -, measured
(MA-U) � � �, theoretical (MA-B) - - -. The MA-U is excited from terminala
with terminalb open-circuited.

Fig. 8. Frequency response for the gain; theoretical (MA-U) —, measured
(MA-U) � � �, theoretical (MA-B) - - -. The MA-U is excited from terminal
a with terminalb open-circuited.

- and the -directed wires generate the copolarization com-
ponent in the plane. The shown in Fig. 6(b)
can be decomposed into two local radiation components: the
radiation from the -directed wires [see Fig. 6(c), calculated
using Fig. 5(b)] and the radiation from the-directed wires

and [see Fig. 6(d), calculated using Fig. 5(c)].
It is found that the currents along the-directed wires slightly
affect the symmetry of the radiation pattern in Fig. 6(c) pro-
duced by the currents along the-directed wires, resulting in a
small lobe near the-axis, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

The small cross-polarization component in the
plane appears due to the fact that the currents along the-di-
rected wires - , and CD are not perfectly symmetrical
with respect to their middle points, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The
amplitude values of the currents at symmetrical points with re-
spect to the middle point of each-directed wire are not iden-
tical (although they are almost the same), and a phase difference
of exactly 180 is not obtained at these symmetrical points (al-
though a phase difference of approximately 180is obtained),
as shown in Fig. 5(a).

The HPBW of the copolarization component is approxi-
mately 74 in the plane and 60 in the plane.
Note that these HPBWs are close to those of the MA-B.

The frequency responses of the VSWR and gain are presented
in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively, together with measured values
(black dots). For comparison, the VSWR and gain of the MA-B
are included (illustrated by dashed lines). It is clear that the
MA-U has almost the same performances as the MA-B. The
frequency bandwidth for a VSWR criterion is calculated to
be approximately 3% with a maximum gain of 9.7 dB.
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The results shown above have been obtained under the con-
dition that terminal is excited and terminal is open-cir-
cuited, to obtain a linearly-polarized wave. When terminal
is open-circuited and terminal is excited, the antenna radi-
ates a linearly -polarized wave, reproducing the same VSWR
and gain characteristics as those for the-polarization. Thus, the
MA-U is a radiation element of dual linear polarization, whose
polarization can be switched by switching the feed point.

V. MA-U WITH PERTURBATION ELEMENTS (MA-UP)

So far, mesh antennas for dual linear polarization have been
discussed. Now, a mesh antenna for dual circular polarization is
investigated.

A. Configuration

When the MA-U shown in Fig. 1(b) is simultaneously ex-
cited from the two terminals and with equal amplitude and
a 90 phase difference (this two-terminal simultaneous excita-
tion is realized by using phase-delay circuits or phase shifters),
the MA-U radiates a circularly polarized wave. In this section,
single-terminal excitation of either or without any phase
shifters, which is an obviously simpler excitation than the two-
terminal simultaneous excitation, is considered to obtain a cir-
cularly polarized wave. For this, two perturbation elements [6],
[13] are added to the MA-U, as shown in Fig. 1(c), where the
perturbation elements are specified by lengthand orientation
angle . This antenna is designated as MA-UP.

Throughout the following Sections V-B and -C, the distance
between the feed points and the antenna height
are taken to be the same as those of MA-U in Section IV (

and ). The mesh peripheral length
8 , perturbation element length, and orientation angle are
changed subject to the objectives of the analysis.

B. Radiation Characteristics of MA-UP

The mesh peripheral length 8, perturbation element length
, and orientation angle are fixed: (same as

for MA-U), , and . Preliminary cal-
culations reveal that when terminal is excited and terminal

is open-circuited,MA-UP has standing-wave current distri-
butions similar to those for MA-U, shown in Fig. 5. The per-
turbation elements in this case do not contribute to generating a
traveling-wave current along the mesh periphery . In
other words, MA-UP with terminal open-circuitedcannot ra-
diate a circularly polarized wave. Based on this fact, terminal
is connected to the ground plane in the following discussions.

Fig. 9(a) shows the current amplitude and phase along the
mesh periphery when the minimum axial ratio is ob-
tained at a relative frequency of . The discon-
tinuity points in the amplitude correspond to the wire branch
points, where Kirchhoff’s current law is satisfied. The variation
in the amplitude is small (mA mA). The phase changes
by 360 along the periphery . The local radiation from
the periphery, therefore, contributes to generating a circularly
polarized wave (a right-hand CP wave), as shown in Fig. 10(a).
Note that the solid line in Fig. 10 shows the right-hand circu-
larly polarized wave component of the radiation field and

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Current distribution of the MA-UP;8s = 1:264� ; � = 0:06� ,
and� = 45 . Terminala is excited with terminalb grounded. (a) Current
amplitude and phase along mesh peripheryABCDA. (b) Current amplitudes
and phases along the wires inside the mesh peripheryABCDA.

the dashed line shows the left-hand circularly polarized wave
component (cross-polarization component).

The current amplitude and phase along the four wires inside
the periphery are shown in Fig. 9(b). These currents
indicate almost the same amplitude with an approximately90
phase progression (the phase difference between the currents
along neighboring wires is approximately 90). It follows that
these currents radiate a circularly polarized wave (a right-hand
CP wave), as shown in Fig. 10(b). Thus, the total radiation field
[Fig. 10(a) plus (b)] is also circularly polarized, as shown in
Fig. 10(c).

The dashed line in Fig. 11 shows the frequency response of
the axial ratio. The frequency bandwidth for a 3-dB axial ratio
criterion is approximately 1%. It is possible to shift the fre-
quency for the minimum axial ratio to the
frequency by slightly decreasing the peripheral
length from to . This is shown by a solid
line in Fig. 11, which indicates almost the same 3-dB axial ratio
bandwidth (approximately 1%). The measured results are also
presented with black dots. Within this 3-dB axial ratio band-
width for a decreased peripheral length of , the
theoretical VSWR shows values of less than 1.3 (see the dashed
line in Fig. 12) with a theoretical gain of approximately 9.5 dB
(see the dashed line in Fig. 13). This gain is very close to those
for the MA-B and MA-U. Note that the theoretical VSWR and
gain agree with measured results illustrated by black dots.

The above-mentioned radiation characteristics for right-hand
circular polarization have been obtained when terminalis
excited and terminal is grounded. With the opposite excita-
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Fig. 10. Radiation pattern of the MA-UP in the� = 0 plane;8s = 1:264� ;
� = 0:06� , and� = 45 . Terminala is excited with terminalb grounded.
TheoreticalE —, theoreticalE - - -. (a) Local radiation from mesh periphery
ABCDA with perturbation elements. (b) Local radiation from wires inside
mesh peripheryABCDA. (c) Total radiation pattern.

Fig. 11. Frequency response for the axial ratio of the MA-UP;� = 0:06�
and� = 45 . Terminala is excited with terminalb grounded. Theoretical
(8s = 1:264� ) - - -, theoretical(8s = 1:240� ) —, measured(8s =
1:240� ) � � � � �.

tion (terminal is excited and terminal is grounded), the
MA-UP can radiate a left-hand circularly polarized wave with
the same frequency responses for the axial ratio, VSWR, and
gain, as shown in Figs. 11–13, respectively. This means that the
MA-UP acts as a radiation element of dual circular polarization.

C. Effects of Perturbation Elements

To investigate the effects of the perturbation elements on the
antenna characteristics, the mesh peripheral length is fixed to

Fig. 12. Frequency response for the VSWR of the MA-UP;8s = 1:240� ;
� = 0:06�) , and� = 45 . Terminala is excited with terminalb grounded.
Theoretical - - -, measured� � �.

Fig. 13. Frequency response for the gain of the MA-UP;8s = 1:240� ;

� = 0:06� , and� = 45 . Terminala is excited with terminalb grounded.
Theoretical - - -, measured� � �.

Fig. 14. Axial ratio of the MA-UP as a function of orientation angle�; 8s =
1:240� and� = 0:06� . Terminala is excited with terminalb grounded.

be (used in Figs. 11–13), and the perturbation
element length and orientation angle are changed.

Fig. 14 shows the axial ratio as a function of the orientation
angle of the perturbation elements, each having a length of

( , which has been used in Section V-B). It
is found that the best orientation angle for radiation of circular
polarization is . Note that this value has also been used
in Section V-B. In the following analyses, an orientation angle
of is used.

Fig. 15 shows the changes in the gain and VSWR for a
right-hand circularly polarized wave when the perturbation
element length is made longer and shorter

than the initial value . Two
facts are revealed as the perturbation element length increases:
1) the frequency at which the gain shows a maximum value
becomes lower and 2) the VSWR in the lower frequency region
improves. Fig. 16 shows the axial ratios for these two pertur-
bation element lengths and as a function of frequency,
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Fig. 15. Frequency responses for the gain and VSWR of the MA-UP;8s =

1:240� and� = 45 . Terminala is excited with terminalb grounded.

Fig. 16. Frequency response for the axial ratio of the MA-UP;8s = 1:240�

and� = 45 . Terminala is excited with terminalb grounded.

together with that for . It can be said that the frequency at
which the axial ratio shows a minimum value becomes lower
as the perturbation element length increases.

VI. CONCLUSION

The radiation characteristics of three mesh antennas (MA-B,
MA-U, and MA-UP), including the radiation pattern, gain, and
VSWR, have been calculated on the basis of the current distri-
butions obtained by using the method of moments.

The MA-B is fed from the middle point of a-directed center
wire. The three currents along the-directed wires have almost
the same amplitude and phase. In this case, currents along the

-directed center wires do not exist. Thus, the polarization of
the radiation is in the-direction. By virtue of the symmetrical
configuration with respect to the antenna center point, a linearly

-polarized wave is also obtained by switching the feed point.
The MA-U is a modified version of the MA-B. The four ter-

minals of the MA-B are reduced to two for the MA-U. The ad-
vantage of the MA-U is that a dual linearly polarized wave can
be obtained with a simplified feed system. The analysis reveals
that the cross-polarization component is desirably low (27 dB
on the -axis). The HPBW of the copolarization component is
approximately 74in the plane and 60in the 90 plane,
which are close to those of the MA-B. The MA-U has almost the
same frequency responses for the VSWR and gain as the MA-B.

The MA-UP, which is an extension of the MA-U, is proposed
as a radiation element of dual circular polarization. The MA-UP
has two perturbation elements to obtain a traveling-wave current
along the mesh periphery. It has been revealed that both the mesh
periphery and the four wires inside the mesh periphery generate

circularly polarized waves. The frequency bandwidth for a 3-dB
axial ratio criterion is approximately 1% for an extremely low
antenna height of 0.0635. Within this bandwidth, the VSWR
shows values of less than 1.3 with a gain of approximately 9.5
dB. This gain is close to those of the MA-B and MA-U.
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